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In 2004 a second-generation experimental program has been undertaken at Jefferson
Laboratory (JLab), to try to find a definite answer to whether the Θ+ and other 5-quark
baryons exist. Here the results of CLAS high-statistics experiments are reported.

1 Introduction

Quantum Chromodynamics is the underlying theory of the strong interaction but its real-
ization in hadronic physics is not completely understood. In fact, there is no explanation
why the observed hadrons combine only in two colorless configurations: mesons (qq̄) and
baryons (qqq). Exotics, i.e. particles with more complex quark configurations, have been
proposed since the early 70’s. In 1997 an antidecuplet of 5-quarks baryons with as lowest
mass member an isosinglet state, the Θ+, with quark configuration (uudds̄) giving S=+1,
mass ∼ 1.54 GeV and width ∼ 15 MeV was predicted [2].
Experimental evidence for the Θ+, was reported for the first time by the LEPS Collabo-
ration [3]. Evidence for an additional narrow exotic S=-2 state, called the Ξ−− with mass
∼ 1862 MeV was reported by the NA49 Collaboration [4]. Immediately after the LEPS
announcement, several other groups analyzed old data, and found the exotic baryon Θ+ in
both pK0 and nK+ decay channels [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. There were questions about
some of these observations but given the weight of positive supporting evidence reported,
the Particle Data Group assigned 3-star status to the Θ+ in its 2004 edition. Nevertheless,
the relatively small statistical significance of every measurement, the discrepancy in mass
determination, and above all, the null results reported by a similar number of high statistics
and high energy experiments [14] have driven a second-generation experimental program in
different laboratories, among those JLab.

2 The CLAS program at JLab

During the year 2004-2005, new dedicated experiments have been performed in Hall B
at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) using the CLAS detector [15] with the aim of improving
the statistical accuracy, by at least one order of magnitude, of the two positive published
results [6, 7] on the Θ+ pentaquark obtained from existing CLAS data, and to look for the
Ξ−− state. Detector calibration and data quality checks have been carefully undertaken in
order to achieve resolutions on the order of a few MeV for calculated invariant masses and
on the order of ∼ 10 MeV for missing masses.

3 G10 experiment: search for pertaquarks using a deuteron target

This experiment ran using a 24 cm long liquid deuterium target and tagged photons in the
energy range (0.8 - 3.59) GeV. An integrated luminosity of 50 pb−1 was achieved.
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3.0.1 The γd→ pK−Θ+ reaction channel

Figure 1: The cross section per mass bin of
the γd→ pK−Θ+ reaction.

This reaction channel, with the Θ+ decay-
ing into K+n, requires the detection of one
proton, one K+, and one K−. The miss-
ing mass of the γd → pK−K+X reaction
was required to be within ±3σ of the neu-
tron mass and the missing momentum was
required to be greater than 0.20 GeV/c in
order to remove spectator neutrons. Events
corresponding to φ-meson production were
cut by requiring the K+K− mass to be
above 1.06 GeV/c2, and, events correspond-
ing to the Λ(1520) were cut by requiring

1.495 GeV/c2 < M(pK−) < 1.545 GeV/c2. The resulting invariant-mass spectrum of the
nK+ system, corrected for the CLAS detector acceptance and normalized by the luminosity,
is shown in Fig. 1. These data show no evidence for a narrow peak near 1.54 GeV/c2.

3.0.2 The γd→ Θ+Λ reaction channel

Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution of the
nK+ system for the γd→ ΛK+n reaction af-
ter the Eγ < 1.6 GeV and pn > 0.2 GeV/c
kinematical cuts were applied. The third-
order polynomial fit used for the upper limit
estimate is shown.

The γd → Θ+Λ reaction channel has very
interesting features: i) the strangeness con-
tent of the final state is well-defined thanks
to the presence of the Λ particle which has
strangeness S = −1; ii) the presence of only
one K+ and no K− in the final state al-
lows us to identify it without the need of
cutting on competing channels (φ,Λ(1520)),
and iii) kinematical reflections in the NK in-
variant mass spectrum are excluded.
To analyze this channel, with the Θ+ decay-
ing into (K+n), p,K, π were identified using
momentum and time-of-flight information.
After removing the background under the
kaon mass peak due to p or π uncorrectly
identified as K, exclusive K+nπ−p events

were selected by computing the missing mass of the K+pπ−X system and choosing the
events lying within ±3σ around the neutron peak. The contribution of the Σ− decaying
weakly into nπ− is removed after applying the Λ selection cut on the pπ− invariant mass.
After selecting the ΛnK+ events, the Θ+ signal was searched for in the invariant mass of
the nK+ system. Since the nK+ mass spectrum did not show any evident structure, further
kinematical cuts have been applied, based upon the indications in [16], in order to try to
increase a possible Θ+ signal over the non-resonant nK+ background: i) non-spectator-
neutron cut, and ii) photon-energy cut. Under these stringent kinematic conditions still
no narrow peaks with statistical relevance were observed in the mass region around 1.54
GeV/c2. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 2, where the kinematic requirements pn > 0.2
GeV/c and Eγ < 1.6 GeV are applied.
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3.1 G11 experiment: search for pentaquarks using a proton target

In this experiment data were taken using a 40 cm length liquid hydrogen target and photons
in the energy range (1.6 - 3.8) GeV. An integrated luminosity of ∼ 70 pb−1 was achieved.

3.1.1 The γp→ K̄0Θ+ reaction channel

The exclusive reactions γp → K̄0K+n and γp → K̄0K0p were studied to look for evidence
of the reaction γp → K̄0Θ+. The reactions have been isolated by detecting the K+ and
proton directly, the neutral kaon via its decay Ks → π+π−, and the neutron or neutral kaon
via the missing mass technique. Reactions involving hyperon decays which contribute to
the same final states were removed in the analysis. The resulting nK+ and pK0 invariant
mass distributions was found smooth and structureless. In particular, no evidence for a
peak or an enhancement was observed at masses near 1540 MeV. For the reaction channel
γp → K̄0K+n a comparison with the published results by the SAPHIR Collaboration [8]
has been done using, in the analysis, the same cuts reported in Ref. [8]. The resulting
mass distribution is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. It remains smooth and structureless.

Figure 3: The nK+ invariant mass distribu-
tion for γp→ K̄0K+n after all cuts. The inset
shows the nK+ mass distribution with specific
cuts to reproduce the SAPHIR analysis [8].

3.1.2 The γp→ Θ++p reaction channel

The putative reaction γp → K−Θ++ →
K−pK+ was studied by the CLAS Collab-
oration in two ways: in the first case, three
final state hadrons, p,K− and K+ were de-
tected while in the second case only a pK+

pair were required and the K− was iden-
tified by missing mass reconstruction. Af-
ter that, cuts were applied in the pK− and
K+K− mass spectra to eliminate the con-
tribution of the Λ(1520) and φ(1020), re-
spectively. The pK+ mass spectra after all
cuts were applied didn’t shown any evidence
for any narrow structures that could be in-
terpreted as a Θ++ resonance

4 Cross section upper limit

Since no signal was found in any of the measured reactions, an upper limit for the Θ+

and Θ++ production cross section was extracted. The NK invariant mass spectrum, ac-
ceptance corrected, was fit with the sum of a narrow Gaussian function and a polynomial
that parameterize, respectively, the Θ+ (Θ++) contribution and a smooth background. The
signal and background yields were then used to evaluate an upper limit at 95% confidence
level using the Feldman-Cousins method [17]. For details of the followed procedure see
Ref. [18, 19, 20, 21]. The final results are reported in Table 1.

5 Outlook and conclusions
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Reaction σUL (95% C.L.)
γn(p)→ pK−Θ+ < 3 nb
γd→ Θ+Λ < 5 nb
γp→ K̄0Θ+ < 1 nb
γp→ Θ++p < 0.15 nb

Table 1: Cross section upper limit at 95% C.L.
for the measured reactions.

In the year 2004 a comprehensive program
to search for pentaquarks in high statistics
and high resolution experiments has been
started by the CLAS Collaboration at Jef-
ferson Lab. No evidence for pentaquark sig-
nals has been found in the photoproduction
channels studied so far. From these results,
CLAS sets upper limits on photoproduction
cross sections from proton and neutron tar-
gets on the order of a few nb or less. The outlook for the Θ+ looks bleak, anyhow it seems
that we have to wait a little bit more to put the last word on the pentaquark existence.
In fact: i) the data are still contradictory (LEPS Collaboration has been able to reproduce
a peak in a “repeat” measurement); ii) analysis, using higher statistics data, from some
experiments that initially claimed the pentaquark, are still in progress (ZEUS, COSY); iii)
some theories are able to explain the negative results obtained by CLAS [22, 23, 24]. In the
meanwhile, the Particle Data Group assigned 1-star status to the Θ+ in its 2006 edition.
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